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The relation of honest subrecursive classes to the computational complexity 
of the functions they contain is reviewed. It is shown that the honest 
subrecursive classes are a distributive lattice under the partial ordering of set  
inclusion. The meet and join operations of the lattice are effective, and every 
honest subrecursive class is the greatest lower bound of two setwise 
incomparable honest subrecursive classes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been much work on classifying computable functions into 
hierarchies. A noted example is the Grzegorczyk hierarchy (1953). The fact 
that these hierarchies do not classify all of the computable functions has led 
to work on classifying computable functions in subrecursive classes (Machtey, 
1972; Meyer and Ritchie, 1972) with the same closure properties as the classes 
in the hierarchies. These systems of subrecursive classes include those of the 
elementary classes and the primitive recursive classes of computable functions. 
The classes in many hierarchies bear a close relation to the computational 
complexity of the functions they contain. This has led to study of honest 
subrecursive classes which enjoy the same relation to the computational 
complexity of the functions they contain. 
The main result of this paper is that the honest subrecursive classes are a 
distributive lattice in which the meet and join operations are effective. In 
addition it is shown that every honest subrecursive class is the greatest lower 
bound of two setwise incomparable honest subrecursive classes. This settles 
two conjectures of Meyer and Ritchie (1972) about the elementary honest 
classes. 
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Research, Grant No. 71-2205A. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall be studying several systems of subrecursive classes of computable 
functions. One such system is that of the primitive recursive classes in 
Machtey (1972), and another is that of the elementary classes of Meyer and 
Ritchie (1972). Other systems to which the work of this paper applies are those 
of the doubly recursive, triply recursive,..., or multiply recursive classes 
defined analogously (see P6ter, 1967). Since the work below could be referring 
equally well to any of these systems of subrecursive classes, C(f)  will be 
used to denote the subrecursive class generated by the computable function f. 
Also, for each of the systems considered, there is an effective (in fact, 
elementary) list C O , C a , C 2 ,... of recursive operators uch that 
C(f)  = {Ci(f): i ~ N} 
where N stands for the natural numbers. The reader is referred to Rogers 
(1967) for the terminology and notation of recursive function theory. These 
recursive operators are defined inductively, hence induction may be 
performed on the complexity of their structure. As an example, consider the 
primitive recursive classes. Then C(f)  is the class of functions primitive 
recursive in f, which is defined to be the class of all functions obtainable from 
a set of base functions consisting of the zero function, the projection functions, 
the successor function, and f, by finitely many applications of the operations 
of substitution and primitive recursion. The list of recursive operators Ci is 
then a list of all possible schemes for applying the operations to the base 
functions, and the listing is done in such a way that the last operation in the 
scheme will be applied to functions obtained from schemes earlier in the list. 
The significance of the honest subrecursive classes lies in their relation to 
the computational complexity of the functions they contain. Although this 
relation is invariant over a wide range of "natural" computational complexity 
measures, for the sake of concreteness and simplicity, a specific measure will 
be used in this paper. The measure is that of Turing machine space based on 
the definitions and conventions for Turing machines introduced in Davis 
(1958) along with the G6del numbering used there. Specifically, if i is the 
G6del number of a Turing machine then the i-th Turing machine, Mi,  
will be that Turing machine, and if i is not the G6del number of a Turing 
machine, then Mi will be the Turing machine {qolLqo , qoBLqo} (i.e., a Turing 
machine which computes the totally undefined function). I f  x denotes an 
arbitrary string x a , x 2 ,..., x n of natural number arguments, then ~i(x) will 
denote the result of running the i-th Turing machine M i on inputs x; ~i(x) 
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will be undefined (or divergent) if this computation fails to halt. The space 
functions are defined as follows: Si(x) is the number of squares of tape needed 
for the input and computation ofq~i(x) by Mi on input x if q~i(x) is convergent, 
and Si(x) is divergent if 6t(x) is divergent. It is well-known that this G6del 
numbering is an acceptable G6del numbering in the sense of Rogers (1958), 
and that the space functions give a computational complexity measure in the 
sense of Blum (1967). It will be assumed that the reader is familiar with many 
of the standard "programming" techniques for Turing machines uch as the 
use of special markers and the use of large alphabets to simulate multi-track 
tapes in no additional space. Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) is one source of 
such techniques. 
We now proceed to sketch some fairly well-known material on Turing 
machines, space functions, and subrecursive classes, which will be needed 
later in the paper. 
2.1. DEFINITION. A partial computable function ~b is tape constructible if 
there is a Turing machine Mi such that 
2.2. PROPOSITION. For all i, Si is tape constructible; thus the tape con- 
structible functions are exactly the space functions. 
Proof. For each i, let Mj(i) be the Turing machine which simulates Mi 
using special markers to keep track of the portion of the tape it has used in the 
computation. When M i would halt, Mj(i) fills the portion of the tape between 
the markers with " l "s  and then halts itself. Then S i -  Cjt i )~ S~(i) as 
required. It is a simple but tedious programming exercise on Turing machines 
to carry this out so that Mj(i) is obtained in a uniform manner from M i . 
A check will then verify that the function j is in fact elementary. 
At this point, a comment about he simulation of Turing machines by other 
Turing machines i  in order. I f  we wish to build a Turing machine to simulate 
another Turing machine (or a fixed finite set of other Turing machines), 
then we may do so with the machine we build using no more space for the 
simulation than the original machine used for its computation. On the other 
hand, suppose we are building a Turing machine to perform simulations of 
computations by some infinite set of Turing machines. Then, because some 
:of the machines being simulated may have much larger alphabets than the 
machine being built, the simulations cannot always be performed in the same 
amount of space as the original computations. However, for each Turing 
machine in the set being simulated, there will be a constant such that 
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simulations of computations by that machine can be performed by the built 
machine in space at most equal to that constant times the space of the original 
computation. Moreover, the constant is an elementary function of the G6del 
number of the machine being simulated, and in any case is no greater than the 
G6del number of the machine being simulated. This observation will be used 
later in the paper. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. The tape constructible functions are closed under the 
operations of summation, minimalization, maximalization, and summation and 
maximalization f a single function up to the given argument. That is, if Si and S~ 
are tape constructible functions, then so are Si + S~ , min(Sr, $3"), max(S/, S~), 
as well as (~ and ~b such that 
¢(x) = ~ Si(y ) and ¢(x) = max Si(y). 
y<~x y<.x 
Proof. For example, to see that Si -k Sj is tape constructible, one builds 
a Turing machine with two tracks which first copies the input from track 1 
onto track 2 as well. The machine then simulates M~ on track 1 with end 
markers keeping track of tape used until Mr would halt, then it simulates Mj 
on track 2 with end markers until M r would halt. The machine, M~ say, then 
shifts the markers on track 2 to remove the overlap (there always is some) and 
fills the total marked-off section of tape with "l"s.  Then Mk computes 
Si + Sj; note that k can in fact be obtained as an elementary function of i 
and j. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. I f  ~ i = (~j then there is a k such that Or = q~y = (~ and 
$1~ = min(Si, Sj). This is sometimes called the parallel computation property. 
Proof. M k is a Turing machine with two tracks which keeps the input on 
one track and which has two markers on the other track which are initially 
set at the ends of the input. M~ simulates first Mi and then Mj on the given 
input (on the second track) to see if either halts within the alloted space 
between the markers. I f  neither halts, then M k moves the markers one space 
farther apart and tries again. When Mk finds that either machine halts, it 
gives as output he result of that simulated computation. Then q~i = q~j = q~e 
and S~ : min(Si, Sj); also k is an elementary function of i andj. 
A close examination of the proofs in Davis (1958, pp. 56-62) shows that the 
T-predicate and the U-function for our G6del numbering are not only 
primitive recursive as the author claims, but that they are in fact elementary. 
In addition, there is an elementary function corn such that if Si(y) ~< x, then 
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the G6del number of the computation ofM i on inputs y is less than com(i, x). 
The following two propositions represent key insights into the relation between 
subrecursive classes and computational complexity, insights which appear 
to have been arrived at independently b  several authors, notably Ritchie 
(1963) and Cobham (1964). First, though, we introduce some useful notation. 
2.5. DEFINITION. I f fandg  are total functions, thenf  < g will mean that 
f(x) < g(x) for all x, and f < g a.e. will mean that f(x) < g(x) for all but 
finitely many x; f < C(g) will mean that f < Ci(g ) for some i. Similarly 
for 4 .  
2.6. PROPOSITION. I f  S i < C(g) ,  then ¢i ~ C(g). 
Proof. Suppose that S i < C~(g). It suffices to show that ~i is elementary in 
Cj(g), and this follows from the observation that 
~i(x) = U(t~z < corn(i, Cj(g)(x)) T(i, x, z)). 
Note that U, T, and com are elementary and that elementary functions are 
closed under bounded minimalization. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let f and g be total computable functions with f ~ C(g). 
For each i such that ~i = g, there is a j such that ~ = f and Sj ~ C(Si). That is, 
for example, iff is primitive recursive in g, then for every running space for g there 
is a running space for f which is primitive recursive in it. 
Proof. This proposition is proved by defining inductively oracle Turing 
machines Ni such that the function computed by N, with a g-oracle is Ci(g); 
this is a straightforward programming exercise on Turing machines following 
the structure of the recursive operators C~. (For example, if the operator Ci 
produces the result of composing the functions produced by C a and Ck with 
j, h < i, then Ni will be a Turing machine which computes the composition 
of the functions N~ and NT~ .) It is then shown by induction that if ~j is the 
function computed by N~ with a 4i-oracle (q~i = g and q~j =f ) ,  then 
S~ < C(Si). Then by Proposition 2.6, the proof is complete. (A proof of this 
proposition using subrecursive programming languages and a different 
complexity measure may be found in Machtey, 1972). 
2.8. DEFINITION. I f f is  a total function, then let G1(x, y) = 1 iff(x) = y 
and let Gs(x, y) = 0 otherwise; Gf is the graph of the function f. Let C(0) 
be the subrecursive class generated by the zero function (i.e., C(0) is the 
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class of elementary functions, or the class of primitive recursive functions, 
etc.). Let g be a total computable function, then C(g) is honest if C(g) = C( f )  
for some functionfsuch that G s ~ C(0); g is honest i fC(g) is honest. C(g) andg 
are dishonest if they are not honest. 
Note that if C(g) is the class of functions elementary in g, then the honest 
C-classes are the elementary-honest classes studied by Meyer and Ritchie 
(1972); if C(g) is the class of functions primitive recursive in g, then the 
honest C-classes are the honest Pr-classes tudied in Machtey (1972). 
2.9. PROPOSITION. For all i, i f  Si is total, then Si is honest. 
Proof. Let i be such that Si is total. Then 
Si(x) = y iff (3z < corn(i, y)(T(i, x, z) and U(z) = y)), 
therefore Gs~ is elementary and so is in C(0). 
2.10. PROPOSITION. Let g be a total computable function. The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) g is honest; 
(b) there is an i such that ¢i = g and Si ~ C(g); 
(c) there is a j such that Cs is total and C(g) ---- C(Ss). 
Proof. That (b) implies (c) follows from Proposition 2.6. That (c) implies 
(a) follows from Proposition 2.9. To see that (a) implies (b), suppose that 
C(g) = C( f )  with G~ ~ C(0). By Proposition 2.7, there is an i such that 
¢i = G~ and Si E C(0). Consider a Turing machine M s which operates as 
follows: on inputs x M s simulates machine M i on inputs x and z = 0, then 
simulates M i on inputs x and z = 1, etc., until a z is found for which Mi 
gives output t on inputs x and z; M s then gives output z. It is clear that M s 
computes the function f and that 
Sj(x) ~< max Si(x , z). 
z~/(x) 
Then, since S s < C(f) ,  we have Sj ~ C(f) .  Thus, by Proposition 2.7, there 
is a k such that ¢~ = g and Se ~ C(S~) C C( f )  = C(g), and the proof of the 
proposition is complete. 
I f  t is a total computable function, then the computational complexity class 
determined by t is defined as follows: 
C~ = {¢i: ¢i is total and S~ < t a.e.}. 
Ct is the class of functions which can be computed in space t. 
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2.11. PROPOSITION. Let g be a total computable function. C(g) is a com- 
putational complexity class iff g is honest. 
Proof. Suppose that C(g) is a computational complexity class. Then there 
is a total computable function t such that C(g) = Ct and such that for some i, 
¢i = g and Si < t a.e. Since Si is tape constructible, S i E Ct which by the 
previous proposition shows that g is honest. 
Suppose on the other hand that g is honest, and let i be such that 
C(g) = C(Si). By the tape constructibility of Si and by Propositions 2.5 
and 2.6, 
c(s~) = U cc~(~,). 
J 
Since the sequence of functions C0(Si) , CI(S~), C~(Si) .... is self-bounded 
and can be recursively enumerated, we may apply the Union Theorem of 
McCreight and Meyer (1969) to conclude that C(Si) = C(g) is a computa- 
tional complexity class. 
The following two propositions are slight extensions of ones proved by 
Axt (1959) for the notion of relative primitive recursiveness, but they hold 
and the same proof techniques work for all of the subrecursive r ducibilities 
being studied here. 
2.12. PROPOSITION. There is an elementary function k such that if  f and g 
are total computable functions uch that for some y, f(x) < Ci(g)(x, y)for all x, 
then for any j, Cj(f)(x) < Ck(i.~)(g)(x, y) for all x. 
Proof. The definition of k and the proof of the proposition are by induction 
on the complexity of the recursive operator Ca . For example, suppose that C~- 
comes from previously defined operators by composition; that is, suppose 
Ca(f) = C~(f)  o C~(f) 
with m, n < j. Then 
Cj(f)(x) < max C~(i,~)(g)(z, y) ~< C~(i,~)(g)(x, y). 
That the function k is elementary is an exercise in the GSdel numbering that 
established the sequence of recursive operators Ci . 
2.13. DEFINITION. I f zs tands forz l , . . . , z~andfora l l l  ~ i <~ n, zi < y 
then we shall write z < y; similarly for z ~ y. Let fbe  a total function and let 
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y be such that for all functions g with g(z) = f(z)  for all z < y, Ci(f)(x) = 
Ci(g)(x). Then we say that Ci(f)(x ) converges by y, and we write C¢(f)(x) + y. 
Ci(f)(x) ,L y means that only values of f at arguments less than y are needed 
to determine Ci(f)(x). 
2.14. PROPOSITION. There is an elementary function b such that if f and g 
are total computable functions uch that for some y, f(x) < Ci(g)(x, y)for all x, 
then for any j and x, 
Cj(f)(x) + Cb(,d)(g)(x, y). 
Proof. Again, the definition of b and the proof of the proposition are by 
induction on the complexity of the recursive operator Cj. For example, 
suppose that Cj comes from previously defined operators by composition; 
that is, suppose 
C~(f) = C~(f)  o C , ( f )  
with m, n < j. Then 
CJ f ) (x )  < C~(c~)(g)(x , y) 
and hence 
C~(f)(Cn(f)(x)) ~ max C~(i.m)(g)(z , y), 
where k is the function from Proposition 2.12. Therefore 
Cj(f)(x) ~, max( max Cb(c,~)(g)(z, y), C~(c~)(g)(x , y)). 
z<%c~,~)(g)(~,y) 
The value b(i, j) is defined from the formula above using the values k(i, n), 
b(i, m), and b(i, n). That the function b is elementary is another exercise in the 
G6del numbering of the recursive operators C i . 
The parameters y in Propositions 2.12 and 2.14 will be useful in an 
application of these propositions, but the fact that the functions k and b are 
elementary will not be needed. 
3. THE LATTICE OF I~IoNEST SUBRECURSIVE CLASSES 
It is obvious that the subrecursive classes are an upper semi-lattice, i.e., 
that every pair of subrecursive classes has a least upper bound among the 
subrecursive classes partially ordered by set inclusion. The least upper bound 
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of C(f)  and C(g) is C(2 s • 39). It is almost as obvious that the least upper 
bound of a pair of honest subrecursive classes is in fact honest, and, therefore, 
that the honest subrecursive classes are also an upper semi-lattice. This has 
been observed by previous authors, e.g., Meyer and Ritchie (1972). Since 
we shall find it convenient to use a different function to generate the least 
upper bound of a pair of honest subrecursive classes, we shall formalize 
this observation i the following proposition. 
3.1. PROPOSITION. I f  f and g are honest functions, then 
1.u.b.(C(f), C(g)) = C(max(fi g)). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.10, there is an i such that C(f)  = C(Si) and 
hence also Si < C(f).  Therefore Si < C(max(f, g)). By Proposition 2.6, 
Si ~ C(max(f, g)) and therefore C(f)  C C(max(f, g)). Similarly C(g) ___ 
C(max(f, g)). If C(f), C(g) _C C(h), then certainly max(f, g) ~ C(h), and so all 
that remains to be shown is that max(f, g) is honest. Let i andj  be such that 
~i = f, ¢j = g, Si ~ C(f), and S~- ~ C(g). Then, similarly to the proof of 
Proposition 2.4, there is a h such that ¢~ = max(f, g) and S~ = max(S/, Sj). 
Then for some i', i", S~ < Ci,(f ) < Ci,,(max(f, g)) and for some j', j", 
Sj < Cy(g) < Cf(max(f, g)). Therefore, there is a h' such that 
S~ < C~,(max(f, g)), 
and hence max(f, g) is honest. 
Note that of course the previous proposition is not true i f f  and g are not 
required to be honest. 
Given the obvious fact that the honest subrecursive classes are an upper 
semi-lattice, it is natural to ask whether they are a lattice. Given the common 
experience with the partial orderings of degrees of unsolvability of finding 
that they are not lattices, it is almost as natural to guess that the honest 
subrecursive classes are not a lattice. Meyer and Ritchie (1972, p. 81) 
conjectured this for the elementary-honest classes, and in his youth, this 
author was of a similar opinion. The main result of this paper will be to show 
that this is false, and that the honest subrecursive classes are in fact a lattice. 
It is obvious that if the intersection of two honest subrecursive classes is an 
honest subrecursive class, then it will be the greatest lower bound of the two 
classes. On the other hand, suppose that h is a function in the intersection of 
two honest subrecursive classes. By the parallel computation property, there 
is an i such that ~i = h and S i is in the intersection of the two classes. It 
follows that if two honest subrecursive classes have a greatest lower bound 
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then it will be their intersection. Therefore, the question of the existence of 
greatest lower bounds for pairs of honest subrecursive classes is reduced to 
the question of whether or not the intersection of two honest subrecursive 
classes is always an honest subrecursive class. The next theorem will answer 
this question in the affirmative. 
Note that i f f is an honest function then there is an i such that e( f )  = c(&). 
Let 
g(x) = ~, (Si(y) + 1), 
then C(f)  = C(Si) = C(g) and g is a strictly increasing tape constructible 
function of one argument. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let f and g be strictly increasing tape constructible functions 
of one argument, hen 
C(f)  m C(g) = C(min(f, g)). 
Proof. Note that the assertion of the theorem is clearly false if f and g 
are not required to be increasing. 
Let m = rain(f, g). Since m is tape constructible, Proposition 2.6 yields 
that m E C(f)  n C(g). Let h a C(f)  n C(g). Then, by Proposition 2.7, there 
are i and j such that ¢i = 45 = h and Si ~ C(f)  and S~ a C(g). By parallel 
computation, there is a k such that Ck = h and Sk = min(Si, Sj), and 
therefore Sk a C(f )  n e(g). I f  it were known that Sk < C(m), it would 
follow by Proposition 2.6 that h e e(m), and, therefore, that C(m) - -  
C(f)  (3 C(g) as required. Note that for some s and t, 
S~ = C,(f) =- Ct(g ) = min(C~(f), Ct(g)). 
Therefore, to show that S~ < C(m) and finish the proof of the theorem, it 
suffices to establish the following lemma. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let f and g be strictly increasing computable functions of one 
argument. For all i and j such that Ci(f) and Cj(g) have one argument, 
min(Ci(f) , C~(g)) < C(min(f, g)). 
Pro@ Let m = min(f, g). The key to the proof is the observation that 
since f and g are increasing, if at any argument either one of them is very 
much greater than m, then the other must equal m at that and a great many 
succeeding arguments. 
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Claim. There are functions s and t in C(m) such that for any x, if 
g(y) <~ m(x) for all y < x and g(y) = re(y) for all x <~ y <~ t(x, z), then 
c~(g)(~) < ~(~, ~) 
and 
Cj(g)(~) $ t(~, ~). 
To justify this claim let i '  be such that 
W(x) q- 1 if y < x 
C¢(m)(x,y) = tin(y) - /1  if x ~<y. 
Then for any x, let h be a function such that k(y) ~ re(x) for all y < x and 
h(y) = re(y) for ally ) x. For ally 
h(y) < C,,(m)(x,y); 
therefore, by Proposition 2.12, for all y 
C~(h)(y) < C~(¢,j)(m)(x,y). 
Let j '  be such that for any function p, Cj,(p) = p. By Proposition 2.14 for 
all z 
Cj(h)(~) = Cr(CXh))(z) ~, C~(~(~, j).;)(m)(~, ~). 
Let 
and 
,(~, ~) = c,,(~, ~(m)(x, z) 
t(x, z )  = C~(~(,.j).;~(m)(x, z). 
Then s and t are in C(m) and for any x if g(y) <~ re(x) for all y ~ x and 
g(y) = re(y) for all x <~ y ~ t(x, z) then 
c;(e)(z) < s(x, ~) 
and 
Cj(g)(z) ~ t(x, z). 
Let u(x, z) ~ m(t(x, z)). Using the same construction that was used to 
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obtain the functions s and t, it follows that there are functions v and w in 
C(m) such that for all z, if f (x) ~ u(x, z) for all x ~ w(y, z), then 
Ci(f)(y) < v(y, z) 
and 
Let 
Ci(f)(y) ~ w(y, z). 
d(z) -~ max(v(z, z), max s(x, z)). 
It is clear that d ~ C(m), and we shall finish the proof of the lemma by showing 
that for all z, 
min(Ci(f)(z), Cj(g)(z)) < d(z). 
There are two cases: 
Case 1. f(x) ~ u(x, z) for all x ~ w(z, z). Then 
Ci(f)(z) < v(z, z) ~ d(z). 
Case 2. There is a z o ~ w(z, z) such that f(zo) > U(Zo, z). Therefore 
f(Zo) > m(t(Zo, z)). Since f and m are strictly increasing, it follows that 
f (y)  > m(y) for all z o ~ y ~ t(Zo, z). Therefore, g(y)= m(y) for all 
z0 ~ y ~ t(z0, z), and since g is strictly increasing, g(y) < m(Zo) for all 
y ~ z 0 . Then 
C~(g)(z) < S(~o, z) <~ d(z). 
This completes the proof of the lemma and the proof of the theorem. 
Since the operations of min and max distribute over each other, as an 
immediate corollary to Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, we have the 
following: 
3.4. COROLLARY. The partial ordering of the honest subrecursive classes 
under set inclusion is a distributive lattice. 
From Proposition 3.1 it is clear that the join operation (the join of two 
subrecursive classes is their l.u.b.) on honest subrecursive classes is effective. 
That is, there is a total recursive (in fact, elementary) function j such that for 
all i and k 
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and, hence, if ¢i and ¢1c are honest, then 
C(¢j(i,~)) = 1.u.b.(C(¢i), C(¢k)). 
It  is not at all clear that the meet operation (the meet of two honest sub- 
recursive classes is their greatest lower bound) on honest subrecursive classes 
is likewise effective. There is a total recursive (in fact, elementary) function m 
such that for all i and k, 
¢,~(t,k) = min(¢i,¢~). 
The problem is that in order for Theorem 3.2 to apply, the min operation 
must be used on strictly increasing tape constructible functions of one 
argument, not on arbitrary honest functions. Thus, the question of whether 
the meet operation is effective reduces to the question of whether there is 
a total recursive function n such that for all i, if ¢i is honest, then ¢~(i) is 
tape constructible and C(~n(i))= C(¢i) (getting the function strictly in- 
creasing and of one argument as well is easy). 
The problem of the effectiveness of the meet operation would be solved if 
given an i such that 6~ is honest we could effectively find a j  such that ~i = 45 
and S~. ff C(¢i). I f  we think of indices as names for computable functions, then 
this amounts to the ability to go effectively from any name for an honest 
function to an honest name for that function, where an honest name for a ~i 
which is honest is a j  such that ¢i = CJ and Sj ~ C(¢i). The next lemma does 
not completely solve this naming problem for honest functions, but it more 
than solves our problem of the effectiveness of the meet operation by solving 
the naming problem for honest subrecursive classes. The naming problem for 
honest subrecursive classes is that of going effectively from an i such that 
C(¢i) is honest to a j such that C(¢i) = C(¢j) and Cj- = Sj (that is given any 
name for an honest class we can effectively find an honest name for that class.) 
3.5. LEMMA. There is an elementary function p such that if  ¢i is an honest 
function of one argument then ¢~(i) is total, ¢i = ¢~(i) a.e., and S~(i) ~ C(¢i). 
Proof. I f  ¢i is honest, then there is a Turing machine Mj such that 
¢i = Cj and such that S t ~ C(¢I). The Turing machine M~(i) will at successive 
arguments make successive guesses at a Turing machine such as M 3- in such 
a manner that the guesses will eventually become constant at such a machine 
(if one exists, which will be the case for all honest ¢i). M~(i) will use whatever 
its current guess is to compute ~(i)(x), and since the guess could be wrong 
for finitely many values of x, ¢~(i)(x) could not equal ¢i(x) for finitely many 
values of x. 
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M~(i) will begin its computation on argument x + 1 by recapitulating its 
computations on arguments 0,..., x; this is done on a couple of extra tracks 
while the original input is retained on the first track. The result of this 
recapitulation will be the currently guessed Turing machine M 3- and the 
currently guessed space bound Ck(¢i). M~(i) then simulates Mj on input 
x q- 1 in parallel with computing Ck(¢i)(x + 1). I f  the computation of Mj on 
input x + 1 converges in the allotted space, then its result will be M~(i)'s 
output and S~(x + 1) tape squares are marked off. In that amount of space, 
M~(i) then computes as many as possible of the following values: 
¢j(0), ¢~(1), ¢j(2),... 
¢,(0), ¢~(1), ¢~(2) .... 
S;(0), S;(1), Sj(2) .... 
C~(¢~)(0), Ck(¢i)(1 ).... 
I f  this computation discloses a y such that ¢i(Y) ~ CJ(Y) or such that 
Sj(y) > Ck(¢i)(y), or if the computation of Mj on input x q- 1 did not 
converge in the allotted space, then the following procedure is used: i f j  < k 
the new guessed machine is M~+ 1 and the space bound guess is unchanged; 
i f j  = k the new guessed machine is M 0 and the new guessed space bound 
is C~+1(¢i ). I f  no such y is discovered and the computation of M~ on input 
x + 1 converged in the allotted space the guesses remain unchanged. I f  the 
computation of M~- on input x q- 1 converged, then its result is M~(i)'s 
output, otherwise M,(i)'s output is 0. This completes the description of the 
Turing machine M2j ( i  ) . 
For any pair of guesses, M~- and Ck(¢i), if ¢i =/= CJ or if Sj ~ C~(¢i ) this is 
found out at some sufficiently large argument (since we always have at least 
as much space in which to find out as the argument) and new guesses are 
made. Therefore if k is the least number such that for some j <~ k, ¢5 = ¢i 
and Sj <~ Ck(¢i), and J0 is the least such j, then for all sufficiently large 
arguments M~(i) will use M~0 and Ck(¢i) as it guesses. Thus ¢~(i) = ¢3" 0 = ¢~ 
a.e. and S~(i) is elementary in Ck(¢i ) (S~(i)(x) is bounded by a constant 
multiple of ~'~<x Sjo(Y), see the comment followingProposition 2,2); therefore 
S~(i) @C(¢i). That p is elementary follows from a tedious but straight- 
forward working out of the details of the coding of the Turing machine M~(i) 
given the machine M i and the elementary listing of machines for computing 
C o , C 1 , C 2 ..... The fact that p is elementary is useful but not essential for 
the applications of this lemma. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
As an immediate corollary to Lemma 3.5 we have: 
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3.6. COROLLARY. The join and meet operations of the lattice of honest 
subrecursive classes are effective; in fact there are elementary functions j and m 
such that if ~ i and (,~ are honest then 
and 
C(~,,~3 = 1.u.b.(C(43, C(~k)) 
C(q~,,(~,~)) = g.l.b.(C(~), C(q~)). 
Meyer and Ritchie (1972) also conjectured that every elementary honest 
class is the greatest lower bound (intersection) of two incomparable elementary 
honest classes. The next theorem will show that this is the case for all of the 
lattices of honest subrecursive classes being studied here. Elsewhere (Machtey, 
1973), it will be shown that the following stronger property holds: for any 
honest functions f and g such that C( f )  C C(g) (where C stands for proper 
containment), there are honest functions h 0 and ht such that 
C( f )  = g.l.b.(C(ho), C(h~)) 
and 
C(g) = 1.u.b.(C(ho), C(hl)). 
3.7. THEOREM. For any honest function f there are honest functions g o and g 1 
such that C(g0) and C(gl) are incomparable and C(f )  = g.l.b.(C(g0), C(&)). 
Proof. We may assume that f is a strictly increasing tape constructible 
function of one argument. In fact we shall assume in addition that for all x, 
f (x  + 1) > f(x) %- 1. Let B be a recursive operator such that for all functions 
s and t of one argument if s ~ t then for all i such that Ci(s) has one argument, 
Ci(s ) < B(t) a.e. (e.g., let B(t)(x) ~ max~<~ Ci(s)(x)). For all x let 
If(x) if y < x 
f~(Y) = If(y) if x ~y .  
For i = 0, 1 we describe the operation of a Turing machine to compute g¢. 
Each Turing machine will have two modes, i and 1 -- i, and on argument 
x %- 1 each machine will first recapitulate its computations on arguments 
0,..., x in order to discover its current mode. Both machines will begin (at 
argument 0) in mode 0, and note that at all arguments both machines will be 
in the same (numbered) mode. 
I f  the current mode is i and g~(x) v~ f(x) then 
g,(x + 1) = max(f(x %- 1),g,(x) %- 1) 
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and the mode is unchanged. I f  the current mode is i and gi(x) = f(x) then 
gi(x -[- 1) = f (x  @ 1) and the new mode is 1 - -  i. 
I f  the current mode is 1 - -  i and gl_i(x) =/= f(x)then g~(x -}- 1) ~ f (x  + 1). 
I f  the current mode is 1 - -  i and gl_i(x) = f(x) then let s be the amount of 
space needed to compute B(fx+l)(X -1- 1) and let t be the amount of space 
needed to compute a y such that B(fx+l)(x + 1) converges by y; let 
gi(x-[-1) = max(s,f(t)) and change the mode to i. This completes the 
description of the Turing machines. 
Given the properties assumed for f it is easy to see by induction on the 
argument x that the machines for computing the functions gi run in space gi; 
therefore the functions gi are strictly increasing tape constructible functions 
andf  = rain(g0, gl)- It remains to see that C(g0) and C(gl) are incomparable. 
For each i there are infinitely many arguments x such that gi(z) ~ f~(z) for 
all z ~ y such that B(f~)(x) converges by y, and also gl_i(x) >/B(fx)(x) 
B(gi)(x ). Therefore it is not the case that g l - i  < B(g~) a.e. and hence 
g l - i  q~ C(gi). Thus the two classes C(g0) and C(gl) are incomparable, and the 
proof of the theorem is complete. 
RECEIVED: January 15, 1973 
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